
Lavender and Moss Earrings 

 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
Earring 1 (Left to Right) 
02 Bead Gallery® lilac jasper stone round lentil 25mm beads 

(18583A) 
02 Bead Gallery® dragon jasper stone lentil 20mm beads 
 (20326A) 
02 Bead Gallery® purple opaque Czech glass fire polished faceted 

round 4mm (15374) 
02 silver tone head pin (12959) 
02 silver tone plated brass ear hook (12955) 
02 silver tone eye pin 
 
Earring 2 (Left to Right) 
02 Bead Gallery® rose quartz stone carved lentil 25mm beads  

(18501A) 
02 Bead Gallery® rose quartz stone round lentil 20mm beads 
 (18894A) 
02 silver tone head pin (12959) 
02 silver tone plated brass ear hook (12955) 
02 silver tone eye pin 
 
Earring 3 (Left to Right) 
02 Bead Gallery® lilac jasper stone teardrop 22x30mm beads 
 (18691A) 
02       Bead Gallery® green spotted jasper stone oval 15x20mm beads 
 (18432A) 
02 Bead Gallery® purple opaque Czech glass fire polished faceted 

round 4mm (15374) 
02 silver tone head pin (12959) 
02 silver tone plated brass ear hook (12955) 
02 silver tone eye pin 
 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: Less than 10 minutes per earring set 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner to Intermediate 
 
Instructions: 

Earrings 1 



1. Using eye pin, string dragon jasper lentil and form a 
simple loop. 

2.  Using eye pin, string purple Czech and form a simple 
loop. 

3. Connect loops 1 & 2. 
4. Using head pin, string lilac lentil and form a simple 

loop. 
5. Connect loop to bottom of earrings. 
6. Connect ear wire to top of earrings. 
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for 2nd earring. 

 
Earrings 2 
8. Using eye pin, string rose quartz lentil and form a 

simple loop. 
9. Using head pin, string carved rose quartz lentil and 

form a simple loop. 
10. Connect loops together. 
11. Connect ear wire to top of earrings. 
12. Repeat steps 8-11 for 2nd earring. 

 
Earrings 3 
13. Using eye pin, string jasper oval and form a simple 

loop. 
14.  Using eye pin, string purple Czech and form a simple 

loop. 
15. Connect loops 13 & 15. 
16. Using head pin, string lilac teardrop and form a 

simple loop. 
17. Connect loop to bottom of earrings. 
18. Connect ear wire to top of earrings. 
19. Repeat steps 13-18 for 2nd earring. 

 
 


